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Best Practices 
 

 

1) Title - Eco-friendly Paper Pocket 

2) Objectives : 

To improve Communication skill among students. 

To create professional view. 

To give experiential learning. 

To reuse the papers. 

Provide the need of market. 

To provide option for plastic carry bag. 

Motivate students to become self reliant. 

To develop marketing skill. 

 

3) The Context : 

The institute is situated in rural and economically backward area. Students 

admitted in this college are from this background. Also we observed the use of 

plastic increased day by day and it’s destructive for environment conservation. So 

plastic use should be banned and reuse of papers should be increased.So we collect 

the waste papers, old news papers and created Eco-friendly paper pockets. We 

created Best out of Waste and implemented the innovative idea in college. 

4) The Practice :  

“Eco Friendly Paper Pocket” – is a best practice selected by the institution. The 

papers which have already used by office, library were reused for the activity.The 

problem accrossed that number of the waste & used papers were in library. On this 

situation some members of college have discussed in a formal meeting with 

Principal and it has decided by chair that the back dated old papers in Library 

should be reused to make paper pockets and it should be distributed to medical 

stores. Principal had established a committee and given responsibility of designing 

and developing the concept of pocket making and it has decided to prepare stamp 

for the pockets. As per the discussion stamp had prepared for the activity entitled 

as Eco friendly Paper Pocket with the name of the college and thus the old paper 



have reused and created alternative for plastic pockets. And process of making & 

distributing, providing stamped Eco Friendly paper pockets to nearby medical 

stores have been started with the help of students. 

 

5) Evidences of Success : 

Medical Store keepers are using paper pockets daily. 

Increasing response has been calculated. 

Plastic use has been banned in medical stores. 

Paper Pockets are also used in other stores. 

Communication skills of students have been developed. 

Students became aware about market strategies and business ideas. 

Students have been learning and earning simultaneously. 

 

6) Problems Encountered and Resources Required : 

Medical store keepers are not ready to use paper pockets practically and 

psychologically. 

Medical Store keepers were worried about the impact on their customers due to the 

use of Paper 

Pockets. Students haven’t been responsed to work properly and avoided the 

practical work. 

It takes more efforts to implement at practical level. 

 

Resources : 

Resources for this practices are collected in college. 

Surrounding medical stores have been chosen according to its need. 

Students brought gum from the trees of their village. 

7) Notes : 

The institute has taken initiative steps and implemented effectively with the help of 

teaching, nonteaching staff and students. College has strived its best to cope with 

the requirement of eco-friendly activity. The teaching staff members succeeded in 

persuasion the psychology of shopkeepers for using Ecofriendly Paper Pocket. 

Thus college has developed it’s plan to implement this practice of Eco-friendly 

Paper Pocket. 

 

                 2.  Title of Best Practice 

                   "Anna He Purnbramha Ahe" 

                   2.Objectives of practice 

a) To save food 

b) To give importance of food to all 



c) To save wastage of food 

d) Supply remaining food of various programs to orphanages residential nivasi 

ashram and schools. 

e) To restrict or seve starvation. 

f) To reduce the budget of food preparation through awareness. 

g) To help to reduce food shortage. 

h) To give knowledge the efforts of farmers. 

i) To prevent air,soil and water pollution. 

j) To conserve natural resources. 

k) To save people from hunger and malnutrition. 

            3.The Context 

In day today life we visit many programs where we see at large level of food is 

going to waste. As a human-beings its heart feeling to have starvation at one side 

and enormous west of food in various social cultural ritual programmes.In this 

condition discussion has took place in institute and it has decided to create 

awareness about food saving as well as food waste. It has decided to create 

awareness among the people as well as into the students by the college advised to 

take it as best practice and process for it. Principal has decided to make a 

committee which will work for this practice in titled Brahma as per the discussion 

and order of principal committee has structured its work and decided to prepare 

banner and visit various programs where food is going to waste to create awareness 

about food saving according to this committee members have visited various 

places like wedding halls, temples, village programs and created awareness and the 

same time with the permission of reading all owners public places committees 

banners pamplets have permanently sticker to the places. 

    It's definitely challenged to speak in public places where the people engaged in 

their schedule but due to their percentile of committee members people of their 

places have been response towards this great food saving step and owners of 

various institutions have permitted stick the banners completes at their businesses 

worshiping places. 



            In this way this food saving and reducing waste food practice and titled 

"Anna He Purna Bramha"  practice has successfully designed and implementd by 

committee. 

  4 . Practice: India is the country where we find many caste creets and religion 

where we find various festivals and in every program we find an enormous food 

waste due to the lack of planning and  negligence India is known as an agricultural 

country  but today bigger population to meet the need of food is a challenge in 

front of us today Finding this problem  institute has decided to work for it. In our 

institution as well as in various festivals at lot of people comes if they become 

aware about the food waste and its bad effects as well as food saving and its 

benefits definitely it will help our starving students easily. 

    This step to save food will definitely Prove  milestone in the life of higher  

educated students as well as in people which will Prove in the benefit of food 

saving in future Definitely it's small Initiative  taken by institution through 

committee and it works as per its sky in the limit sky is the limit definitely it is will 

become bone of this type of unity use have taken by the social divisions or 

government bodies which will become Rio national movement with the 

participants of the society. 

5. Evidence of success. 

 The practice entitled "Anna He Purnbrahma"  has become successfully completed 

by committee at its level best.We find success from the practice through various 

perspectives like 

1. The food waste at  public place have reduced. 

2. Wedding halls, Religious places, Public Places of  have permitted to pest the 

banner pamplets and to speak during programme. 

3. Wedding hall owners have accepted that  their  business have grown because of 

the campaign by the intuition people have the food. 

4. Administrators of public places, Religious places have accepted that food waste 

and ultimately food pollution has reduced due to the invitative taken by institution 

committee. 

5. Administrators of many public places have provided excess food to their nearby 

orphanajes, needed places. 



6. Gram Panchayat Neknoor honoured institute for its initiative to save food. 

7. Hind institution Neknoor has honoured committee member Dr. Matkar V.B. for 

his social work of food saving. 

8. Gram Panchayat Neknoor,safepur, Ratnagiri and Karegvhan have accepted to 

implement at their level. 

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required 

    Problems encountered 

1. Institutional colleges and heads / principals do not aware about the importance 

of activity due to that they are in negligence more. 

2. To allow a budget is also a great problem because it's not more beneficial to 

institutional campus. 

3. To implement activity is a threat to institutional regular activity. 

4. Private and public places administrators mob is not ready to response to the 

activity due to the threat of  business or public loss. 

    Resources Required. 

1. To implement this activity many resources required like information regarding 

food saving banner painting, pomplets to aware the people. 

2. Public and private places is also one of the required thing to implement this 

activities. 

3. Government public places like bus stand, tahsil, bank,civil hospital etc. are also 

the major places to implement the activities effectively. 

4. The ultimate effect of activities is depends upon the response of above 

mentioned places administratives positive response has become a key to success 

this activity. 

7. Notes 

1. The institute always ready to do better for society regarding this every activity 

which is beneficial for institute and society is at the highest importance of 

commitment. 



2. Through this activity "Anna He purnabrahmma" our institute Pramiladevi Patil 

art's and science College, Neknoor has worked its best through the committee 

appointed for this activity. 

3. The administrative of religious places, wedding halls etc are in worry and 

problem that how to face and reduce the food loss and pollution. Those have 

become happy to have initiative by institution to save food loss and food pollution 

by institution and also have given an enormous response for this activity by this 

public places and wedding halls administrative people. 

4. Ultimately "Anna He Purnabrahmma" this institutional activity has become the 

bridge of society and institution through which the ultimate aim of saving food and 

food pollution has gained. 

 


